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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Saratoga and Del Mar 

The Inside Information is a Loser 
 

Everyone agrees that the Saratoga and Del Mar meetings are unique for handicapping.  Much more attention must 
be paid to the top stables and connections at the Spa.  The rumors and gossip of hot young horses abound from 
backstretch to barroom.  I don’t have any of that inside information for you.  My inside scoop deals with the in-
side post-position situation at both tracks.  The inside is often bad news. 
 
It is a somewhat unexplainable phenomenon.  The past several summers the inside posts at Saratoga and Del Mar 
have been a deathtrap for the one turn dirt sprints.  The rail is especially problematic in large fields.  The statistics 
(see below) confirm this regularly, but daily observation is more conclusive.  I have noticed the following at both 
locations – 
 
• Horses on the rail are nearly always tardy breaking from the gate – including those that win from the inside.  

Watch this yourself on video.  Even quick early speed runners are slow leaving the box and have to be rushed 
into contention.  One of my favorite “horses to watch” situations at DMR or SAR occurs when a front runner 
has drawn the rail and is forced to rush early and then is involved in a speed duel and loses badly.  These 
horses will often return in a week or two and run much improved at higher odds – assuming they draw a more 
favorable post position next out!  

 
• For decades - speed on the rail - was the optimal running profile at DMR and SAR.  Geometrically the rail is 

the shortest way home.  But the advantage of the inside has changed dramatically in recent years.  The middle 
or outside posts are the place to be for both quick front runners and pace stalkers.  There was a time when the 
outside box was the kiss of death in sprints at these tracks, but that is no longer the reality.  And if the favorite 
draws the rail in a large sprint field – you can toss it out with near impunity.   

 

 
• The longer sprint distances do not remedy the rail problem.  At 6.5 and 7.0 furlongs, there is a longer less ur-

gent run to the first turn and it would seem that there would be more time on the backstretch to overcome the 
pressure of the rail, especially for a closer.  A check of charts and post statistics from the last few years shows 
that these distances may be even more difficult to win from than 6-furlongs.  

 
• The larger the field size, the more difficult the rail becomes to win from.  Small fields seem to present much 

less of a problem with this - in fact, I have noticed that sometimes the inner starting gate position is not even 
used if the field is small enough (7 or less horses).  But with races of eight or more horses, the inside box is 
loaded and this puts more pressure on the rail horse and rider to break clean.  They almost never do.  The rail 
horses in big fields seem to be caught in a difficult pinch – literally.  Upgrade your opinion of any horse that 
ran well on the inside in a large field last time out. 

 
• The TRACKPRO software (available from our free web site) is a great tool for checking the raw statistics on 

this situation.  You will need to download the 30day or 1yr track profile files to use this program.  The Ins 
and Out columns list percentages based on horses breaking from the two inside- post positions and the two 
outside positions in every race.  From a field of nine for instance, the Ins  would refer to the 1 and 2 slots, and 
the Out would be computed based on the 8 and 9 posts.  Notice that the Out almost always exceeds the Ins  at 
Del Mar and Saratoga when looking at the dirt sprints of all distances.  This was particularly pronounced at 
seven furlongs last year. 

 
Here are some sample stats from 1999.  Things can change in a moment, so keep tabs daily. 
 
Del Mar 1999  Ft Dirt Sprints – data from Today’s Racing Digest 
Horses breaking from the 1 or 2 post in fields of 8 or more: 250 horses / wins 17 (08%)  
Saratoga 1999 /148 Ft Dirt Sprints 
From TRACKPRO: Ins  19% / Out  40%  (small fields were included in this data) 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Saratoga and Del Mar….. continued 

 
Below is some information you won’t find on your favorite web site or in the daily program.  Let’s take a look at 
dirt sprints from the first week of Del Mar and Saratoga to see how the rail is holding up in the sprint fields of 
eight runners or larger.  Races with small fields are not shown in these charts as the starting gate position may be 
moved outward to benefit the inside horses.  We’ll look at the furthest inside post (rail) and outside slot (F/O) in 
this sample.  Also we will look and see how the race favorite and the early race leader fared at the finish.  There 
are also two columns from HTR software, the RS and the Pscan to give us an indication of how well the com-
puter can handicap these events.  Data key listed first ---- 
 
Rail: furthest inside post position – number listed is the finish position of the horse that ran from the rail post in that race.   * 
indicates the winner came from that post. 
F/O: far outside post (furthest outside gate position)  finish listed for the horse from that post. 
FL: field size at post time – number of horses that competed in that race. 
Final finish position  the actual race finish for that factor. 
Fav  the post time favorite's eventual finish. 
Ldr   the leader at the first call, eventual finish. 
From HTR  are the HTR readouts for the listed factors for the winner of the race. 
RS – the HTR running style designation for the winner,  * = projected leader. 
Pscan  the winners Pscan ranking from screen (7) in HTR. 
 
SAR DIRT SPRINTS thru August 1  field size 8 or more  
 
      race information                       final finish position      from HTR 
Date  R#  FL  Dist     Rail   F/O     Fav  Ldr     RS  PScan   $WinPrc 
 
7/26  02  08   7.0       3     2       1    7       S    3       4.80 
7/26  03  08   5.5       2     1       1    6      *E    1       3.70 
7/26  10  11   6.0      10    11       3    8       P    8      26.60 
 
7/27  02  09   6.0       5     3       4    1      *E    2       8.20 
7/27  04  12   6.0      10     2       2   12       P    7       9.90 
7/27  06  11   5.5      10     1       3    1       P    3      18.40 
 
7/28  02  09   5.0       4     1       8    3       S    7      34.80 
7/28  04  09   6.0       9     1       3    1      *E    4      12.60 
7/28  06  12   5.5       8     2       2    1       P    8      18.60 
 
7/29  01  09   7.0       2     4       3    9       P    4       8.30 
7/29  02  08   6.0       5     4       4    1       P    7      18.80 
7/29  04  11   6.0       8     1       4    4       S    6      38.20 
7/29  06  10   6.0       9     1       2    9       S    9      42.80 
7/29  08  11   7.0       6     4       6    5       P    7      16.80 
7/29  09  10   6.0       7     3       9    8       S    9      11.60 
 
7/30  02  08   6.0       3     5       1    2       S    2       8.10 
7/30  04  11   6.0      11     5       2    3       E    3      18.00 
7/30  06  10   6.0      10     3       3    8       P    3      23.40 
7/30  07  09   7.0       7     5       9    4       E    3       7.90 
 
7/31  02  10   5.5       7    10       1    5       P    1       7.00 
7/31  06  09   5.5       4     7       4    1       S    7       9.00 
7/31  09  10   7.0       3     1       4    4       S    3      10.60 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Saratoga and Del Mar….. continued 

Saratoga Data Analysis 
 

Not a single winner from the rail at 5.0 to 7.0 furlongs in a field of eight or more so far this season.  The statistics 
you will find in Daily Racing Form or other sources (such as the Saratoga/Equibase track program) will show a 
win percentage for the rail at Saratoga to be reasonably normal so far this meeting.  This is true.  There have been 
a few rail winners in the sprints with small fields of seven or less.  However, when you separate the larger fields 
(8 or more), as I did in my chart, the rail problem appears acute.  A look at 1999 full meet statistics would reveal a 
very similar trend.  The outside appears to have a nice advantage in large sprint fields and a sizable flat bet profit 
can be made just betting the furthest outside post in every sprint with eight entrants or more.  Could the trend 
change – as such things tend to do as soon as we discover them?  If the rail problem were due to track bias, the 
answer might be yes.  But this situation seems to be based on compression of the inside runner at the break.  Then 
why wasn’t this occurring 10 years ago?  Maybe it was and nobody noticed.  I’ll talk more about this trend later in 
the article. 
 
The chalk  is not doing well in this sample.  In fact, the public is in a slump and only a fool bets heavily on the fa-
vorite at Saratoga during the first volatile week every year anyway.  This situation will probably turn around.  
Sprint favorites have done pretty well at Saratoga in recent years and favorites in general have had very strong 
second halves during the past few summers.  Form improves as the horses get a feel for the track and surround-
ings.  How will you know when this is happening?  Keep records.   
 
Early speed is not a prerequisite to winning a sprint so far at the Spa.  The early leaders rarely hold on and the 
running style statistics from HTR show a definite trend away from the quickest horses.  Conspicuous by their ab-
sence are the F type runners - not a single winner yet.  The early speed has been stronger in previous meets.  Rain 
has complicated things a bit so far this year.  Expect a speed bias to develop later in the meet if the weather turns 
hot.  
 
The Pscan rankings from the winners and the win prices confirm what we just alluded to – these big sprint fields 
are tough to handicap.  Notice what a difficult day July 29 was – unless you were betting the outside post posi-
tion!  Again, this will improve as the meet goes on.  Young horses are not a problem for HTR to handicap nor are 
first time starters.  Running style designations projected for first time starters are quite accurate in historical tests.  
The Pscan ratings will improve after the horses have had a race over the track.  
 
There are no reliable mechanical methods to find longshot winners at Saratoga – the track defies most of the es-
tablished handicapping axioms.  It is an extraordinary challenge to beat the races at this venue in a 30 day meet.  
Very few can do it.  The popular experts and touts are particularly notorious for failure at Saratoga – do not listen 
to them.  Pick your spots – don’t’ bet every race.  Create your own charts such as the one shown here.  A pattern 
of success will emerge eventually.  Use the modeler daily, use the TrackPro, write things down, save your print-
outs, watch video replays.  Success at Saratoga is a full time job.  Turn the page and we’ll study Del Mar in a 
similar light. 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Saratoga and Del Mar….. continued 

Del Mar Data Chart for Opening Week 
 

Now we will look at my favorite racetrack in the world – Del Mar by the sea.  Del Mar and Saratoga share much 
in common.  Short meeting in the hottest part of summer – spotlight is on well-bred young horses – top stables 
primed for these meets – strange form reversals – and maybe a bad rail in the sprints!  Del Mar data follows ---- 
 
DMR DIRT SPRINTS thru August 1  field size 8 or more  
 
      race information                       final finish position      from HTR 
Date  R#  FL  Dist     Rail   F/O     Fav  Ldr     RS  PScan   $WinPrc 
 
7/26  07  10   6.0       9     6       1    1      *E    1       5.00 
 
7/27  02  08   6.0       6     5       6    6       P    2       9.60 
7/27  04  08   6.5       1     3       2    7       P    2       9.20 
7/27  08  11   6.0       9     6       1    1       P    1       4.40 
 
7/28  05  10   6.0       8     3       3    3       S    9      45.60 
7/28  08  09   7.0       8     1       1    4       E    1       4.60 
 
7/29  01  09   6.0       5     3       1    9       F    1       2.60 
7/29  02  08   5.0       8     5       1    1       P    2       6.00 
7/29  03  09   6.0       3     8       6    2       E    5       8.80 
7/29  04  08   6.0       3     2       1    1       P    2       3.60 
7/29  06  09   6.0       8     1       1    1       E    1       5.20 
 
7/30  01  08   7.0       1     4       2    5       P    6      13.40 
7/30  06  12   6.0       5     1       4    3       E    5      16.20 
7/30  09  09   6.0      10     1       6    1       P    3      10.80 
 
7/31  02  08   5.5       4     6       2    7       P    3       7.40 
7/31  04  09   5.5       7     5       3    1       P    2      11.20 
7/31  09  10   6.5       8     6       1    2       P    2       6.00 
 

Del Mar Analysis 
 

While the far outside appears more favorable, there were two winners from the rail post during the first week of 
the Del Mar meeting.  Let’s look at these two winners carefully.  On July 27 in race 4, the winner was Bilbaino.  
Was his rail victory without difficulty?  Here is the official trackman chart for the horse – off a bit slow, speed, in -
side, dueled, clear, ducked out late, driving.  The horse won by 3.5 lengths despite the very typical rail difficulty 
for a front runner.  Breaking slow is so common for rail horses at Del Mar that the chart caller can type it in ahead 
of time!  Bilbaino is a true horses to watch candidate and ran a sensational race.  The fate of most horses with a 
similar rail draw is to break slow, rush up and fade. 
 
On July 30, Appeal the Call won race 1 from the rail.  His trip is a common scenario for rail runners without 
early speed:  settled, inside, came out ½, 5wd into the lane, strong handling.  He was about 4 lengths out on the 
backstretch when the jockey wisely swung him out and around horses.  Despite going very wide he passed every-
one up in a strong effort.  The fractions were average, so he did all the work on his own in a powerful late run.  
Appeal the Call and Bilbaino were very determined horses to win despite their unfavorable post draw.  There are 
just no perfect trips from the inside anymore and it takes a lot of extra effort to run a big race.  Both these horses 
merit much respect when they return to race again. 
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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
Del Mar….. continued 

 
Del Mar sprints have been very predictable this meet.  PScan top three has found most of them and an early run-
ning style is critical.  Favorites are doing well.  Speed from a middle -outside post is deadly.  If there are several 
speed horses entered in the same race, the outside draw has an immediate advantage of being able to stalk and 
take back from a duel if necessary.  The inside horses do not have this option – they must rush and fight it out to 
hold their rail position and that saps valuable energy.  Only one horse has succeeded at this the entire meeting – 
that was Bilbaino.    
 

What happened to the rail in Southern California? 
 

During the last decade it has become very apparent that the rail is difficult to negotiate in sprints at Del Mar, 
Santa Anita and Hollywood Park.  This situation does not occur at the FairPlex meeting, nor is it happening at the 
major NoCal tracks, Golden Gate and Bay Meadows.  The frustrating inside trap has led to several interesting de-
velopments in SoCal racing – not the least of which is a deliberate scratching of the rail entrant by trainers after 
they draw the inside as well as controversial allegations about the condition of the surface.  The track maintenance 
crew and the stewards are well aware of the problem and they have taken steps to ensure fairness for all runners 
such as moving the 1-box out a position or two in the starting gate.  If you watch the head-on shot of a small 
sprint field in SoCal these days, notice that the #1 horse is actually in post 2 or 3 and pretty far from the inside rail 
at the break.  But the rail situation is most distressing in large sprint fields as we have mentioned.  The track sur-
face itself is not the problem.  It is the squeezing of the field at the break toward the inside.  The rail runners are 
inevitably leaving the gate tardy and must rush to contention and then they are often pinched back while making 
forward progress.  At times the situation seems to improve – but always reoccurs again later, and it has been this 
way for several years now.  Speed drawn outside is a very good bet at the SoCal tracks.  The outside runner out-
breaks the inside runner far more often than is statistically normal. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Perhaps the real lesson of this article is not to announce a bad rail at SAR and DMR – but rather to motivate you 
to keep creative records and remain observant every day.  Tools such as the HTR Modeler and the TrackPro are 
an excellent start.  But learning how to use a spreadsheet (i.e.: MS Excel) and taking time to plug in numbers of 
your own will reap considerable benefit.  At the very least, saving your daily printouts and using a highlighter pen 
to mark significant information is necessary.  Patterns emerge in almost any set of data.  If they don’t, then you 
have learned that nothing works and races should be avoided.  Successful winning players go the extra mile and 
do the work that most others (losers) will not.  
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News for HTR Users / Systems and Angle Tests 
50% Winners  HTR Mechanical System 

 
We have discussed methods of improving the predictability of favorites before in this newsletter.  The feedback 
from those articles was very lively.  The emphasis is not necessarily for win betting, but also for finding solid sin-
gles or key horses in the various exotics.  Even a fervent anti-chalk player like myself must locate high percentage 
key horses when it comes to the pick3, pick6 or superfecta, if regular wins are to be expected.  Methods that in-
volve high-percentage/low-odds horses tend to be the most statistically reliable of all methodologies.  Sample 
sizes and location differences rarely produce a substantial change in the results.  So we are on solid ground here. 
 
Over the last few months I have been determined to find a method of play that would yield approximately 50% 
winners with a reasonable number of plays per day.  By reasonable, that may mean one per card.  Obviously most 
of these horses will be very short prices on the board.  But odds were not a factor – only win percent.  This is an 
experiment right now so please do not get too excited with my preliminary set of rules.  I am not presenting any 
actual test results this month on this rule set.  When the final set of criteria is in place I will do a 20,000+ sample 
and list the results with Win percent and ROI in the newsletter.  
 
Another goal was to utilize just one HTR output screen for the project.  In this case it is the Pscan screen.  The 
regular HTR-Consensus output is being tested also, but the results are not quite as promising yet.  Velocity and 
pace / speed data screens are not going to cut it.  In the end it may be necessary to combine factors from more 
than one screen.      
 
All the rules below can be gathered from the HTR software PScan screen – menu option (7).  In tandem, the six 
qualifying rules are very predictive of winners.  The problem is, the number of plays appears to be very limited 
right now so some restructuring may be necessary to allow more action.    
 

Rule 1 MLO must be 5/2 or less.  About 90% of these horses will become the actual favorite.  Most of those 
will be bet below the morning line as well.  We don’t care about final odds, we are not betting to win, just looking 
for a very solid and highly probable winner.  Sometimes in Stakes races or small fields, two contenders will have 
MLO at 5/2 or less.  Our choice is the lower of the two, it is not necessary to pass the race.  FYI: the highest pay-
off I found for a 5/2 or less ML favorite was $20.20 winner at CT racetrack last year.  Those folks at Charles 
Town really missed an overlay that night! 
 
Rule 2 The horse must have a layoff of less than 30 days and show one “C” or better workout in the last 
30 days; or if the layoff has been 31 -90 days, the horse must show three “C” or better workouts.  Both 
these factors are instantly determined on the PScan screen.  The Lay column lists the exact number of days since 
raced and the W/O column lists three letter grades for entrants that have worked at least three times in the last 
month.  Be sure that there are no “D” or “F” workouts for the favorite or pass.  Horses returning from 91-day or 
greater layoffs do not qualify. 
 

Rule 3 Horse must be ranked #1 on the final Pscan ranking and with a differential (Dif column) to the 
second horse of 0.7 or more, yet not more than 2.50.  It may strike you as strange that the differential is not 
wider for the obvious favorites.  High differentials on the Pscan rating are suspicious.  Such a gap could indicate a 
massive class dropper that has recently run good speed figures – but is being dumped by the trainer because of 
bad legs.  Could also reveal a fluke recent pace/speed number due to error in timing, big off track efforts, a typo 
from Equibase, anything.  Don’t take chances. 
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News for HTR Users / Systems and Angle Tests 
50% Winners  …. Continued 

 

Rule 4 Trainer/Jockey combo must be a 20% or higher win duo.  The T/J column lists this information and 
the reason is obvious for the rule’s inclusion – we demand competent connections for low priced runners.  
 
Rule 5 Sire win rating must be 11% or more.  This win percentage for each runner’s daddy is listed on the 
Pscan screen under the Sire  column and refers to today’s distance and surface situation.  If the bullet appears (*) 
the sire’s win percentage for first time starters on that surface is shown.  Don’t accept ill-bred horses when you 
are looking for a sure thing.  By the way, first time starters are acceptable with this method if they qualify under 
each rule. 
 
Rule 6 The horse must have an Lv ranking of 3 or less.  An “x” is acceptable.  As stated above, first time 
starters are acceptable plays, the “x” can be ignored here for them as it can be ignored for foreign imports pro-
vided they fulfill all the other qualifiers. Horses with no usable pacelines can be excused from this rule.  On the 
surface it would seem early speed to be an important stipulation.  It is not that critical for this type of favorite as 
we have already determined that they have superior overall ability with the other five rules.  Yet we don’t want 
them quitting on us in the stretch.  We need assurance of late energy and stamina.  The Late Velocity (Lv) ranking 
gives us our final vote of confidence. 
 
Well, there is some food for thought.  I would appreciate your feedback.  This is not necessarily my final set of 
criteria, but as is this data is slightly cumbersome to test.  The main problem is the workouts.  I don’t have an ex-
port in either the HTR4MSA or my database for those workout grades.  I have been testing that by hand.  The 
workout grades are not incidental either.  They have meaning when placing confidence in a low priced runner.  
Full discussion of workouts follows on the next page. 
 
The $64,000 question is then – is 50% winners really obtainable? – if yes then is it worthwhile anyway because of 
the infrequency of the qualifying selections and the usual low odds when they do turn up?  Fair questions.  I 
would not continue to pursue this if my intuition were telling me it can’t be done.  Stay tuned, I’ll hope to have a 
final method of play for you within the next two months.   
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Advanced Handicapping -- Primer on Workouts 
 

Workouts are a complex handicapping factor.  Most serious horseplayers look them over in certain circumstances, 
but most of us do not give the morning work pattern lengthy scrutiny.  This is because workout information is 
ambiguous and difficult to quantify.   
 
Detailed workout information can be purchased from independent clockers who’s job it is to observe and analyze 
the works beyond just the time.  Today’s Racing Digest is an excellent race day publication ($5/copy) that hires a 
morning clocker (Bruno De Julio) to observe and analyze the SoCal workout scene at the active track.  The detail 
and insight he provides is outstanding.  Unfortunately these reports alone have limited profit-value as most fast 
working young horses are easily spotted by the public and over-bet on race day anyway.   
 
Longshots are rarely uncovered by workouts alone.  High mutuel winners almost never show fast works.  If a 
longshot is to be discovered, the clues will come from subtle information in the past-performance lines or 
trainer/jockey information.  Workout information is best used to supplement a positive opinion on a horse or con-
firm fitness for today’s effort.  Slow works (or no works) in the morning are not necessarily indicative of a slow 
race in the afternoon.  Many trainers choose to train their thoroughbreds with modest morning workouts that do 
not exhibit the horse’s true ability. 
 
HTR software has a workout screen (menu <w>) that displays 30-day workout information and a letter grade 
based on the comparative clocking for the morning of the exercise.  These A, B, C grades can reveal useful fitness 
information at a quick glance.  The Pscan screen (menu <7>) lists the most recent three workout grades together 
in one column allowing instant analysis in tandem with trainer/jockey, layoff and sire statistics.  Appraisal of first 
time starters, foreign shippers and layoff horses can be made very accurately from the Pscan screen.  Before we 
discuss the nuts and bolts of that data, let me offer some insight for you on published morning workout informa-
tion --- 
 
• Workout details from the major tracks in California and New York is very accurate and honest.  They have 

specific rules governing this information and the track stewards must oversee that all entrants have sufficient 
number of reasonable workouts before the horse can be entered to race.  The rules apply to shippers, layoff 
horses, first time starters and horses listed with the veterinarian.  Very little hanky-panky takes place in the 
mornings on these circuits.  Trainers racing at CA and NY tracks are under pressure to provide full disclosure 
to the public.  Unfortunately this is not the case everywhere else.  

 
• While SAR and DMR would receive the A grade for current workout disclosure – several other tracks and cir-

cuits deserve only a C for their reportage.  This includes workout information from Florida, Illinois, Texas, 
Ohio, New Jersey and Louisiana.  The lack of full detail is usually the problem due to insufficient oversight.  
Workout patterns can be incomplete and gaps appear.  Gulfstream morning workouts are a notable exception 
because of the heavy scrutiny the track gets from the press and from private clockers during the big winter 
meeting.  Reportage from elsewhere in Florida is still sub-standard and there can be no confidence in those 
workout times listed from private farms.   

 
• Kentucky and Maryland get a grade of F for public workout disclosure.  The printed works are not trustwor-

thy, but the worst part is the constant omission of valuable data for the public.  No oversight apparently takes 
place.  Bizarre slow clockings are head shakers and not uncommon.  This is tradition, especially in grand 
Kentucky, the cradle of the thoroughbred sport.  The attitude is a smirk and smile and “what my horse does in 
the morning is my own damn business”.  When media and clockers descend on Churchill and Pimlico during 
Triple Crown season, the workout disclosure probably improves along with the press coverage.  The rest of 
the year is a questionable and you cannot handicap with confidence in these areas based on work patterns. 
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Workouts……….continued 
 

• Five furlong workouts are the most significant to any horse’s fitness pattern.  A vigorous 5f morning exercise 
is the perfect combination of speed and stamina for race readiness.  All trainers know this.  Works of lesser or 
greater distance have a more specific purposes (see below).  A fast five furlong work or two in the last 10 
days mixed in with a recent solid race is an unmistakable sign of current positive health.  Five-furlong gate 
works are often trial races with one or more opponents in a mini competition.  This is not reported by Daily 
Racing Form however and must be gathered from private clocker sources.           

 
• Four furlong works are used to maintain current fitness and for specific development purposes.  Speed and 

agility is the focus in a half mile exercise.  If blinkers are to be tried or removed in an upcoming race, there is 
a good chance that the trainer will work the horse 4f with the new hood and see how it affects his attitude.  
When a claiming sprinter is being raced regularly, a modest four-furlong workout is ideal for maintaining his 
current form and for filling in gaps in the race pattern caused by the inability to find a race within a few 
weeks.  Maintaining sharpness is the primary goal of the 4f workout.  They are not effective at building 
stamina or fitness.   

 
• Six and Seven furlong works are excellent middle distance stamina builders.  Very few sprinters need to work 

these distances unless there is an upcoming major event at 7f.  Horses that excel at distances between 1m and 
1 1/8miles will work an occasional 6f or 7f to prepare maximum fitness for an upcoming race.  But these 
longer workouts are a bit dangerous for trainers because if the horse gets carried away and runs full out, the 
runner may have tossed it’s peak effort onto the training track – a nightmare situation for any conditioner.  
Fast longer works are usually conducted 10 days or more prior to the expected race.  Impressive 7f drills be-
fore a major stakes event will portend a top effort from a high class runner.     

 
• Three furlong or shorter works are used as a blowout or for speed development.  Working short and fast 

within 92 hours of race time is an excellent method to take the edge off an anxious thoroughbred.  Time has 
little meaning with these short drills.  Speed and quickness are honed with the 3f works and trainers under-
stand that these morning efforts pose the least risk to the horse’s race day edge.   

 
• Turf drills are uncommon and require special scheduling from the track superintendent.  Works on the sod are 

always conducted around the temporary rails to protect the fragile interior grass.  Times can be deceptively 
slow and are absolutely unimportant.  The mere fact that a trainer went to the trouble to request a turf workout 
is indicative of a healthy well-meant horse.  A solid 5f grass workout is a very positive sign for a horse that is 
making it’s first start on the sod. 

 
• Listed workouts of one-mile or more are seen the least often of all morning exercise.  Most thoroughbreds in 

training are jogged a mile or two all the time to gain wind and stamina.  A full on workout of 1mile or further 
is strictly for the top class animal that will be competing at classic or marathon distances beyond 1 1/8 miles.  
The fast one-mile workout can be extremely beneficial but they are also somewhat risky if the horse lays too 
much out in the morning and saps his strength for the upcoming race.  That is why these works are conducted 
10 days or more prior to the actual start.   

 
• Gate works are usually a positive sign for young horses (2yr or 3yr).  The trainer is trying to acclimate the 

runner to normal race day conditions.  The starting gate must be a scary experience for a youngster and the 
gate drill is essential to the horse’s education.  These are often team works from the gate with another horse or 
two working along side (not listed in any public data).  Upgrade a first time starter with a fast gate drill at 4f 
or 5f.  When an older runner is listed with a gate drill it may be a negative sign or a mandatory drill by the 
stewards for a bad gate actor.  Regularly raced older thoroughbreds do not need gate drills after many lifetime 
starts.     
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Workouts……….continued 
Time Between Works and The HTR Letter Grading System 

 
Part of the problem with workout analysis is the trainer’s philosophy.  Some conditioners believe in working 
horses hard and as fast as possible.  Others prefer more moderate moves without fully extending the horse.  Each 
runner requires a different fitness plan and a smart conditioner will not work all his stock by a pre-set formula in 
any case.  Published workout data is thus an intangible handicapping factor that cannot be quantified or stream-
lined definitively with a computer program.  The best we can do is to make a broad assessment of the quality of 
the works comparatively. 
 
Menu item <w> in HTR-software has the standard recent workout information on display.  There are a couple of 
items on that screen that you will not find in the Daily Racing Form however.  The actual days between races and 
the days since last raced are listed rather than dates.  This instantly gives us the critical ‘days between’ pattern in-
formation as we will discuss in the next paragraph.  Daily Racing Form gives the date only and you have to com-
pute the days between in your head.  
 
A very popular method of workout analysis involves comparing or dividing the number of days between workouts 
by the total number of furlongs worked.  An excellent idea and it corresponds nicely with what I said about the 
importance of 5f works.  This is a cinch to do with the HTR <w> screen because the actual days between are 
listed.  If anyone has exact formulas for this workout method, be kind enough to post it on our free web site mes-
sage board.  Other users are very interested in this sort of thing and any quantifiable method of estimating fitness 
is worthwhile.   
 
The simple A, B, C, D, F letter grades provided for the workouts in HTR are based on the comparison of the other 
works that same day.  You can figure these approximate scores yourself in the Daily Racing Form if you want to 
take time to divide the ranking of the workout time that morning by the total number of horses that exercised.  
Why bother when it is listed in an instant in on the Pscan screen or on the <w> screen with the ‘days’ and layoff 
information.  There are a few stipulations I coded for the grades however.  
 
• No 3f works will receive the letter A grade.  This is because a quick 3f drill may not be that meaningful as ex-

plained previously.  A very fast 3f workout will receive a B grade only. 
 
• The A works are not only similar to the bullet (best of morning) works in the ‘Form; but also the A is as-

signed if the work is one of the best 10% efforts for the previous 365 days at that track.  This is great infor-
mation provided by HDW and Equibase for us.  It helps to identify strong A efforts in situations where few 
horses are working each day such as 1-mile or on turf. 

 
• In addition, there is scrutiny coded into the program for gate works (extra credit and a +), breezing works (+) 

and works from non-racetrack training centers.  Gate works are going to have a slightly slower time because 
the horse did not begin from a free running start.  Most gate works are about a half second slower than they 
would have been if worked from a free start.  

 
Workouts shown on the Pscan output are the most recent three drills in the past 30 days only.  The AAA after a 
layoff is one of my favorite angles in HTR.  These horses are certainly fit and if the layoff is really a freshening 
(30 to 120 days) then I upgrade my opinion further.  Any young horse that gets a letter A grade at 5 furlongs or 
further is displaying excellent promise and fitness.       
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Late News and Contact Information 
 

 
HDW Saratoga Seminar 
If you are going to be at Saratoga during the week of August 15, or live in upstate NY, consider attend-
ing the Handicappers Data Warehouse (HDW) seminar that week.  The cost is $275 for four days of in-
struction and live handicapping.  Jim Cramer and Richard Mullikin are the hosts and there are several 
other guest speakers.  For complete information go to www.horsedata.com  and then click the 'Sara-
toga Seminar' banner on the home-page of that web site.  Certain to be an excellent learning experi-
ence.  Jim Cramer is an incredible researcher - the best in this business.  If you want more information, 
email Rich Mullikin: hdwinfo@horsedata.com 
 
I usually take the summer off from serious programming and concentrate on winning at the races at 
DMR and SAR.  New software and upgrades will be announced in the next two months.   

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed on 
the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view the 
newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download cus-
tomer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  Comments 
and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


